
EXT. CITY STREET - DAY

It’s a seemingly normal day in the city; loud-busy-
lively. With a umbrella & briefcase in hand, a 
BUSINESSMAN walks up to a street side magazine kiosk. 
He buys a pack of Winter Fresh MENTOS & NEWSPAPER. He 
pops a mint and sits down to read the news. 

Suddenly, on the other end of the city, the ground 
rumbles and the sidewalk cracks open. City goers 
scream, running for their lives as a massive DRAGON 
pushes through the pavement. 

CITY GOERS
Run! Run!!! Aaaaahhhhhhhhhhh!!!

It growls in anger, shooting smoke from its nose as it 
breaks free from the hole & flies away. 

DRAGON
Grrrrrrrrrrrrraaaaaaaaahhhh!!!

A shadow of the dragon appears on the businessman’s 
newspaper. He looks up to see a silhouette; the dragon 
blocking out the sun. 

The dragon wreaks havoc, breathing fire left & right. 
City streets are under attack. Cars are blown into the 
air, buildings fall...total chaos has ensued. 

Our businessman takes action--he’s got just the idea. 
He grabs his umbrella & briefcase and runs against the 
wave of people fleeing. He’s prepared to fight. He 
turns down a street coming face to face with the beast. 

Our hero opens & closes his umbrella repeatedly, trying 
to scare the dragon. FIRE rains down on him. 

DRAGON (CONT'D)
Roooooooaaaaaaaaarrrrr!

The umbrella melts in his hands. The dragon is not 
impressed & shoots another burst of fire.

Thinking quickly, the businessman opens up his 
briefcase, blocking the flames. The make-shift shield 
saves him, but melts in his hands as well. 

With his weapons gone, our hero looks to have lost, but 
when he raises his arms to give up--the MENTOS he 
purchased fall to the ground. He glances down. That’s 
it--the Mentos!

The businessman quickly drops to his knees, grabs the 
Mentos and stands back up, launching it at the dragon 
as hard as he can. 
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What a shot! The mint lands right in the dragon’s 
mouth! The dragon attempts to shoot fire, but nothing 
comes out. It tries again--nothing! Its mouth is 
chilled.  

Our hero has saved the day! He pops another Mentos as a 
huge crowd of thankful citizens & camera crews surround 
him. 

CHYRON reads: MENTOS. THE FRESHMAKER!
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